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Presentation Notes
Through a case study I conducted on the Darkwoods property in southeastern British Columbia, I’ll show you how we can turn temporal information derived from networks of fire history plots into some very powerful spatial information.Because this talk is focussed on informing management strategies, I won’t be going into extreme detail of the methods used in this study. However, I’m very happy to discuss these in person after this session has concluded.   
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The Darkwoods property is located in the west Kootenays of southeastern BC, near the town of Creston. The property was purchased in 2008 by the Nature Conservancy of Canada to conserve and promote habitat for mountain caribou in high elevation forests, and grizzly bear in the low and mid-elevation forests. Because the property was new to the Nature Conservancy, they required an understanding of the historic fire regime to establish some baseline information for managing the forests. I examined the southeastern-most portion of the property to accomplish this.This area spans 500-3000m in elevation, and includes a diverse mix of conifers in the low and mid-elevations (such as ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, western larch, lodgepole pine, western hemlock and western redcedar), with Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir dominating the highest elevations.



Fire Record

- Area ~4,000 ha

- 40 Plots
• 160 Cores

• 114 Cross-sections

 300 Scars
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To determine the area’s fire history, I established a 1km x 1km grid, and placed 40 research plots within 500 m of grid intersection points. Each plot was surveyed for evidence of fire history. When fire scarred trees were present, I removed cross-sections to determine fire years. When no evidence of fire was present, I cored canopy trees to determine stand age. I ended up finding fire scarred trees in 25 of the plots, while the remaining 15 had no evidence of fire. A total of 300 scars were identified from all sampled trees.
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Temporal Aspects of Historic Fire Regime
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The entire fire history ranged from 1440-2010, but here I’m showing you a truncated fire history, spanning from 1700-2010. In this figure, each horizontal line represents the fire history of an individual plot. The plots are arranged according to elevation, from the lowest at the bottom and the highest at the top. Dashed lines represent the periods when plots had not yet been burned by a fire, while solid lines represent the periods after plots were burned. The vertical ticks represent fire events that were recorded by trees in each plot. The bottom section summarizes fire occurrence over the entire study area. <click>During this time, a total of 33 fire years were identified, with scar-scar intervals ranging from 3-128yrs, and mean fire return intervals ranging from 18-67 years. <click>The most recent fire in each plot is highlighted by these red triangles. These show us that the time since last fire ranged from 44-141 years. <click>From this information, we found that 16 of the 25 plots were outside their historic range of variation.
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33 Fire Years

Scar-Scar Intervals: 3-128yrs

Mean Intervals: 18- 67yrs
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Using this temporal data, we can now start to look at some simple spatial information about the historic fire regime.Here we see spread of the 1768 fire. The red circles represent plots with scars from the corresponding fire year. The black circles are plots that did not record a fire in that year. Keep in mind the lowest elevations are to the northeast, and the highest elevations are to the southwest.In this fire, we see that it burned primarily in the low and mid-elevation forests, near the north end of the study area.
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Here’s the 1823 fire. This fire burned in the southern portion of the low and mid-elevation forests.
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And here we see the 1869 fire. This was the largest and most widespread fire in the study area. The blue dots represent plots where cohorts established in the 1870s and early 1880s following this fire.This type of spatial information is useful to determine where fires happened in the landscape, but we’re still missing much of the detail that is crucial for forest management, including fire size and extent.



GIS Analysis of 
Mixed-Severity Fires
•Inverse Distance Weighting*
 Nearest neighbour

 1700-2010
•Burn Likelihood Surfaces
•Burn Perimeters
  Likelihood thresholds

The Space-Time Continuum

* After Hessl et al. (2007), Kernan & Hessl (2010)
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So now I’ll show you how we can bridge the gap between space and time of historic wildfires. Using novel inverse distance weighting methods in GIS, I used the presence and absence of fire to create burn likelihood surfaces for fires between 1700-2010. From these likelihood surfaces, I then generated perimeter estimates based on likelihood thresholds.*I’d like to note that these spatial methods were recently submitted to the International Journal of Wildland Fire, and have been recommended for publication by the Editor-in-Chief.
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Recall from a few slides ago the spread of the 1768 fire.



1768 (800 ha) Low-mixed severity fire

Burn Likelihood Surfaces & Fire Perimeters
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This is the likelihood surface generated for that fire. Burn likelihood is highest as colors approach dark red, and lowest as colors approach dark blue. Fire perimeters were drawn where likelihood values were equal to the calculated threshold values. Values greater than this threshold were interpreted as areas that burned. <play>This particular fire was estimated to burn 800 ha within the study area.
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Here again is the spread of the 1823 fire…



1823 (985 ha) Low-mixed severity fire

Burn Likelihood Surfaces & Fire Perimeters
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And this is the resulting burn likelihood surface for that fire. <play>This fire was estimated to have burned 985 ha within the study area.
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And finally, recall the spread of large 1869 fire.



1869 (2,712 ha) Mixed-high severity fire

Burn Likelihood Surfaces & Fire Perimeters
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This is the resulting surface for that fire, which burned at high-severity in the highest elevations, but at lower severities in the low and mid-elevations. <play>This fire was estimated to have burned about 2,700 ha within the study area.



Spatial Summary: 310 Years of Fire

Area Burned
• 33 polygons
• Min: 0.3 ha
• Max: 2,712 ha
• Total: 9,525 ha

~2.5x size of study area
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Considering all fires together, a total of 33 burn polygons were generated, ranging from very small to very large fires. In total, 9,525 ha were estimated to have burned over the 310 year period, which is about 2.5 times the size of the study area.-But- this isn’t the limit of our area burned interpretations. <click>We can also look at fire rotation over time. I’ve lumped these fires into three time periods to show you an interesting trend. Before 1860, the fire rotation was 127 years. However, between 1860-1910, the fire rotation dropped substantially, primarily due to the occurrence of larger fires during this time-frame.Can anyone guess the rotation after 1910?



Spatial Summary: 310 Years of Fire

Area Burned
• 33 polygons
• Min: 0.3 ha
• Max: 2,712 ha
• Total: 9,525 ha

~2.5x size of study area

Fire Rotation
• Pre 1860 = 127 yrs

• 1860-1910 = 40 yrs

• Post 1910 = 15,619 yrs
 11 ha burned
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It’s now over 15,600 years!! Only 11 ha were estimated to have burned since 1910.This strongly suggests that the fire regime for this portion of the Darkwoods has been altered.



Spatial Summary: 310 Years of Fire

Area Burned
• 33 polygons
• Min: 0.3 ha
• Max: 2,712 ha
• Total: 9,525 ha

~2.5x size of study area

Fire Rotation
• Pre 1860 = 127 yrs

• 1860-1910 = 40 yrs

• Post 1910 = 15,619 yrs
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 Altered fire regime??
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It’s now over 15,600 years!! Only 11 ha were estimated to have burned since 1910.This strongly suggests that the fire regime for this portion of the Darkwoods has been altered.



Spatial Mean Fire Return Intervals
 From Fire Years & Perimeters

Time
Since
Last
Fire
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Here’s another important piece of information. After overlaying all fire perimeters from the 310 year period, I was able to generate a spatial mean fire return interval, which ranged from 25-136 years. The area on the left side of the study area is missing fire return information because there weren’t enough fires there to calculate an interval – you need at least two consecutive fires to do this. As a result, this area is dated as the time since the last fire. <click>When comparing this with traditional mean return intervals, we can see the spatial intervals are much longer. This is because the spatial interpolation methods give greater interpretive power to the areas with less frequent fires.



Spatial Mean Fire Return Intervals
 From Fire Years & Perimeters

Time
Since
Last
Fire

   

   SMFRI

Trad. MFRI
18- 67yrs
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Here’s another important piece of information. After overlaying all fire perimeters from the 310 year period, I was able to generate a spatial mean fire return interval, which ranged from 25-136 years. The area on the left side of the study area is missing fire return information because there weren’t enough fires there to calculate an interval – you need at least two consecutive fires to do this. As a result, this area is dated as the time since the last fire. <click>When comparing this with traditional mean return intervals, we can see the spatial intervals are much longer. This is because the spatial interpolation methods give greater interpretive power to the areas with less frequent fires.



 From All Likelihood Surfaces Combined
Composite Burn Likelihood
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And here’s yet another cool piece of information. If I overlay all the likelihood surfaces, I can identify the parts of the landscape that were most likely to burn in the past.<play>We can clearly see that the low- and mid-elevation forests were most likely to burn – including abundant low and moderate severity fires that left numerous, multiple fire-scarred trees throughout the landscape. Because of this, forests in the low and mid elevations are at the greatest risk of structural and compositional shifts due to an altered fire regime.These results have very important implications for the management of the Darkwoods property.



SMFRI=25-136yrs, TSLF=141-481yrs

<50yrs

>150yrs

Implications for the Darkwoods
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To make the point, here is a comparison of our observed fire history trends with the current fire regime classifications for the Darkwoods. The area above the black line is classified as an infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime, while below the line is classified as frequent, stand-maintaining. [REFLECTED BY CLEARCUTS ABOVE LINE VS PARTIAL HARVEST BELOW].Based on the presence of fire scars and the location of high fire likelihood areas, we can clearly see that a majority of the study area is mis-classified.



SMFRI=25-136yrs, TSLF=141-481yrs

<150yrs
mixed

>150yrs

Proposed New Fire Regime Boundaries
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To conserve and promote habitat for mountain caribou and grizzly bear, management of the Darkwoods must consider the frequency, size and severity of fires in the low and mid-elevation forests. In particular, recognition of a mixed severity fire regime at intervals <150 years must be acknowledged throughout a majority of the study area. Management efforts must focus on restoring forests in these areas, and on restoration of the fire regime.



Wildfire Space-Time Continuum

• Spatial networks of fire history sites allow…
– Traditional return intervals from scars
– Spatial mean fire intervals across landscapes
– Estimates of fire perimeters & size
– Fire rotations for mixed-severity fire regimes
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In summary, a spatial network of fire history sites can provide us with a number of invaluable metrics, including the calculation of traditional fire return intervals, the spatial mean fire return interval, where and how large historic fires burned, and estimates of fire rotation over time.<click>The likelihood of past fires can highlight portions of the landscape that are at risk of altered fire regimes. This allows managers to pinpoint areas that are most vulnerable to future climate and land management changes.In closing, I’d like to reiterate that spatial networks of fire history plots are ideal candidates for this type of spatial analysis. Understanding the spatial dynamics of historic mixed-severity fires in British Columbia greatly enhances the management of forests dominated by mixed-severity fires.



Wildfire Space-Time Continuum

• Spatial networks of fire history sites allow…
– Traditional return intervals from scars
– Spatial mean fire intervals across landscapes
– Estimates of fire perimeters & size
– Fire rotations for mixed-severity fire regimes

• Likelihood of past fires influences forest resilience
– Identify altered fire regimes
– Susceptibility to future change
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In summary, a spatial network of fire history sites can provide us with a number of invaluable metrics, including the calculation of traditional fire return intervals, the spatial mean fire return interval, where and how large historic fires burned, and estimates of fire rotation over time.<click>The likelihood of past fires can highlight portions of the landscape that are at risk of altered fire regimes. This allows managers to pinpoint areas that are most vulnerable to future climate and land management changes.In closing, I’d like to reiterate that spatial networks of fire history plots are ideal candidates for this type of spatial analysis. Understanding the spatial dynamics of historic mixed-severity fires in British Columbia greatly enhances the management of forests dominated by mixed-severity fires.



Questions?
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Thank you!
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